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Abstract The coronavirus 2019 disease (COVID-19) is wreaking havoc around the world,

and great efforts are underway to control it. Millions of people are now being tested and their

data keeps accumulating in large volumes. This data can be used to classify newly tested per-

sons as whether they have the disease or not. However, normal classification techniques are

hampered by the fact that the data is typically both incomplete and heterogeneous. To ad-

dress this two-fold obstacle, we propose a KNN variant (KNNV) algorithm which accurately

and efficiently classifies COVID-19. The main two ideas behind the proposed algorithm are

that for each instance to be classified it chooses the parameter K adaptively and calculates

the distances to other instances in a novel way. The KNNV was implemented and tested on a

COVID-19 dataset from the Italian society of medical and intervention radiology society. It

was also compared to three algorithms of its category. The test results show that the KNNV

can efficiently and accurately classify COVID-19 patients. The comparison results show

that the algorithm greatly outperforms all its competitors in terms of four metrics: precision,

recall, accuracy, and F-Score.

Keywords COVID-19 · Classification · KNN · Incomplete data · Heterogeneous data.

1 Introduction

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) [1] is now sweeping the world. It is causing

a major threat to human life, with severe economic consequences. Its symptoms include

cough, fever and respiratory complications. The hazardous side of COVID-19 is its rapid

spreading [2] because of it is transmitted by contact and by small droplets produced when
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people cough, sneeze or talk. To make matters worse, COVID-19 can survive on surfaces up

to 72 hours [3], causing people to catch it by touching apparently normal objects.

The best way to improve a COVID-19 patient survival rate is through the early detection

of the disease [4], and here is where AI techniques, such as what is employed in the present

work, can help. It is widely believed that AI has the potential to tackle the pressing issues

related by COVID-19 if there is information collected about the patient [5]. However, this

information can be heterogeneous, in the sense that their features are of two types, categor-

ical and numerical [6]. Categorical features are qualitative, e.g. cough, whereas numerical

features are quantitative, e.g. body temperature. The presence of both types complicates

processing. What is more, this information can also be incomplete, in the sense that some

feature have missing values [7]. Values can be missing due to negligence, difficulty or cost.

These two issues, heterogeneity and incompleteness, present tremendous challenges for

the classification of COVID-19 cases in the data collected about numerous persons. Inher-

ently, common classification algorithms do not handle heterogeneity and missing values

explicitly. Therefore, one needs to adapt an algorithm to handle incomplete heterogeneous

COVID-19 (IHC) datasets efficiently accurately, and this is the goal of the present work.

Formally, an IHC dataset can be defined by a triple (U ,A ,V ). The set U = {u1,u2, . . . ,um}
is a non-empty finite set of patients called the universe. The set A = {a1,a2, . . . ,an,d} is a

non-empty finite set of features describing the patients. It contains n+1 features, n of which,

namely a1,a2,. . . ,an, are conditional features and the n+1st feature is a decision label. The

values of some of the ai may be incomplete, with an incomplete value represented by “∗”.

If V= {ζ 1,ζ 2, . . . ,ζ r} is the value set of d, then d partitions the universe U into r decision

subsets, Uζ 1
,Uζ 2

, . . . ,Uζ r
, where Uζ k

is the subset of all patients with decision label value

ζ k. Finally, the set V is the union of the value sets of all features. That is,

V =
{

vui,a j

∣∣ ui ∈ U ,a j ∈ A
− }

,

where, vui,a j
is the value of feature a j of patient ui and

A
− = A −{d} .

For example, vu1,a2
= 3 means that feature a2 of patient u1 has the value 3. Accordingly,

A
− = C ∪N , where C and N are two disjoint sets of categorical and numerical features,

respectively. Table 1 shows a toy IHC dataset, used repeatedly in the sequel to illustrate the

proposed algorithm.

In general, classification is a two-step process [8]. In the first, a classification algorithm

learns from a set of patients ui ∈ U whose decision values are known. In the second, the

algorithm uses what it has learnt to classify an patient u0 whose decision value is not known.

A classification algorithm, used in the present work, that can be applied to IHC data with

heterogeneous and missing values, is the K nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm [9]. Its main

idea is to search for K neighbor patients nearest the unknown patient u0 and then predict the

decision value of the latter by a majority vote of the neighbors. It is useful in the present

work because it does not require the decision subsets Uζ j
to be linearly separable.

As good as it is, KNN has three problems. First, the selection of a proper K value,

which influences the performance of KNN, is challenging. A small K increases the influ-

ence of noise on prediction, while a large K increases computational complexity. Second,

KNN uses the same K for all unknown patients to be classified, whereas K is to a great

extent patient dependent. This causes to a high percentage of misclassification. Third, KNN

computes distances inaccurately, as discussed in Section 3, also causing a high percentage

of misclassification. These three problems are mitigated by the present work.
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Table 1 A toy IHC, where U = {u1,u2, . . . ,u13} is the set of patients, A = {a1,a2, . . . ,a7,d} with C =
{a1,a2, . . . ,a5} being categorical features, N = {a6,a7} being numerical features and d is the decision

label. Note that an ∗ denotes a missing value and in this example it represents about 20% of the data.

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 d

u1 Male ∗ Yes Yes Yes 0.97 ∗ COVID-19

u2 ∗ Yes ∗ No Yes ∗ 0.39 COVID-19

u3 Female No ∗ No Yes 0.77 0.79 Flu

u4 Male Yes No Yes No 0.08 0.8 Flu

u5 Female Yes Yes ∗ No 0.8 0.1 COVID-19

u6 Female ∗ ∗ No Yes 0.42 0.55 Flu

u7 Male Yes Yes No Yes 0.98 ∗ COVID-19

u8 Male Yes No Yes Yes 0.43 0.42 Flu

u9 ∗ Yes No No Yes 0.96 ∗ Flu

u10 Female ∗ No Yes Yes ∗ 0.34 COVID-19

u11 Male Yes Yes Yes ∗ 0.38 0.39 Flu

u12 Male Yes Yes Yes No 0.85 ∗ COVID-19

u13 Female No Yes ∗ ∗ 0.31 0.59 Flu

We introduce an KNN variant (KNNV) classification algorithm able to accurately iden-

tify COVID-19 cases even when the test data is incomplete and heterogeneous. Specifi-

cally, KNNV chooses K adaptively for each unknown patient and computes accurately the

distances between patients. For validation, the KNNV is tested on publicly available IHC

datasets from the Italian Society of Medical and Intervention Radiology (SIRM) [10]. The

test results show excellent performance compared with algorithms of the same category.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 covers related work. Section 3

describes the proposed algorithm. In Section 4, experimental work is carried out to validate

the algorithm and discussion about the findings is given. Finally, concluding remarks are

presented in Section 5.

2 Related work

Researchers in different fields are now actively fighting COVID-19, and information sci-

ence researchers are no exception. Roosa et al. [11] propose a forecasting algorithm for

COVID-19 in China. They use phenomenological models to develop and assess short-term

forecasts of the cumulative number of confirmed COVID-19 patients in the Chinese Hubei

province. McCall [12] reports that AI is doing a paradigm shift in health care and is, there-

fore, considered a promising tool to trap COVID-19. He recommends using AI algorithms

to predict the location of the next outbreak. Hu et al. [13] propose an AI system for real-

time forecasting of COVID-19 with the aim of estimating the life time of the virus. They

propose a modified stacked auto-encoder system for modeling the transmission dynamics

of the pandemic throughout China. Pirouz et al. [14] propose a binary classification system

using artificial neural networks (ANN) to predict the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases

in Hubei province. They use a variety of features such as maximum, minimum, and average

daily temperature, the density of city, humidity and wind speed as inputs to the ANN, with

the aim of predicting the confirmed number of COVID-19 patients in the next 30 days. Du

et al. [15] propose a hybrid AI model that combines the strengths of both a natural language

processing module and a long short-term memory network. Their objective is to analyze

the change in the infectious capacity of COVID-19 patients within a few days after they

catch the virus. Santosh [16] proposes an AI-driven system able to predict the time of the

next COVID-19 outbreak, while forecasting the COVID-19 possibility to spread across the
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globe. Boldog et al. [17] propose a computational tool able to assess the risks of COVID-19

outbreaks outside China. They compute the probability of a major outbreak in a country

through testing three features: cumulative number of patients in the non-locked down Chi-

nese provinces, connectivity of that country with China and efficacy of control measures in

that country. All the above proposals focus on predicting outbreaks, overlooking classifica-

tion of existing cases. For this latter objective, the endeavors next have been made.

Gozes et al. [18] propose an AI based computational tomography (CT) image classi-

fication algorithm for the detection, quantification and tracking of COVID-19. This algo-

rithm has the ability to distinguish COVID-19 patients from other patients. They use a deep

learning model to classify COVID-19 from CT images. Ai et al. [19] propose a CT image

algorithm for COVID-19 identification that uses a reverse-transcription polymerase chain

reaction test. Barstugan et al. [20] propose a feature extraction process of CT images and a

discrete wavelet transform algorithm to improve COVID-19 classification. Specifically, they

use a grey level co-occurrence matrix, local directional pattern, grey level run length matrix

and grey-level size zone matrix. Afterwards, they use support vector machines to classify

based on extracted features. Xu et al. [21] propose a CT image classification algorithm for

the early classification of COVID-19 using deep learning techniques. The algorithm is able

to distinguish COVID-19 patients from Flu patients. They first segment the CT images using

a 3D deep learning model, then the segmented images are binary classified. Wang et al. [22]

use CT images to extract COVID-19 conditional graphical features that can then be used

to distinguish COVID-19 patients from other patients. Li et al. [23] propose a CT image

classification algorithm for the early classification of COVID-19. They exploit both deep

learning and ANN to extract visual features from chest CT images. All the above endeavors

depend on medical imaging, which may not be available or accessible. An alternative clas-

sification direction, in which the present work falls, depends on available personal and test

data. Numerous attempts have been made in this direction as described next.

Peng et al. [24] use AI techniques to improve the classification accuracy of COVID-

19. They use sparse rescaled linear square regression, evolutionary non-dominated radial

slots based algorithm, attribute reduction with multi-objective decomposition-ensemble op-

timizer, gradient boosted feature selection, and recursive feature elimination. Rao and Vazquez

[25] propose to classify COVID-19 from collected data about travel history along with com-

mon manifestations using a phone-based online survey. This data is then used to divide pa-

tients into four decision subsets: no-risk, minimal-risk, moderate-risk and high-risk. Magh-

did et al. [26] propose a framework for the early classification of COVID-19 using on-board

smart-phone sensors. They make use of temperature, inertial, proximity, color, humidity,

and wireless chipset sensors embedded in smart-phones. An interesting observation about

this attempt is its ability to provide low-cost classification compared to other attempts. All

the above attempts have one thing in common—they impute missing values in collected

data. This imputation is harmful because it affects the data distribution, on the one hand,

and breaks down some relations between conditional features and the decision label, on

the other [27]. Besides, the above attempts do not handle heterogeneous data directly. They

convert categorical values to 0’s and 1’s as a turn around, negatively impacting classification

accuracy. The present work, though falling in the same direction, aims at avoiding all these

drawbacks.
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3 Proposed approach

In this section, we introduce the KNNV classification algorithm as a tool to identify COVID-

19 cases in incomplete heterogeneous test data. The contribution of KNNV is twofold. First,

for each unknown patient u0, it computes a special K value suitable for that patient. Second,

accurate distance calculations are employed.

3.1 Preliminaries

Given a set U of patients described by a set of features A
−, a normalization function is

applied for the set N ⊂ A
− to scale the numerical features to the interval [0,1] to prevent

features with large ranges from outweighing those with smaller ranges. A normalized feature

value v̂ui,a j
is obtained from its raw counterpart vui,a j

by

v̂ui,a j
=





vui ,a j
−min

un

(
vun ,a j

)

max
un

(
vun ,a j

)
−min

un

(
vun ,a j

) if vui,a j
6= ∗

∗ if vui,a j
= ∗

,

where min
un

(
vun,a j

)
and max

un

(
vun,a j

)
are the minimum and maximum values, respectively, of

feature a j across all patients un, .

For any unknown patient u0, KNN searches the IHC data for a subset UK,u0
⊂ U of

patients, of arbitrary size K = |UK,u0
|, whose members ui ∈ U are closest to u0. Closeness

between the unknown patient u0 and another patient ui ∈ UK,u0
is measured with respect to

some set M ⊆ A
− of features using the Euclidean distance given by

lM (u0,ui) =

√√√√|M |
∑
n=1

(
vu0,an − vui,an

)2
. (1)

Let us comment on how to calculate the difference under the square root. First, for cate-

gorical features, the difference between two feature values is calculated via the Hamming

distance as follows.

– If both values are existing and identical (e.g., vui,an is male and vu0,an is male) or both

are missing, the difference is considered 0.

– Else (i.e. if both values are existing and different (e.g., vui,an is male and vu0,an is female)

or one of them is missing), then the difference is considered 1.

For numerical features, the difference between two feature values is calculated via the

Euclidean distance as follows.

– If both values are existing, the difference is calculated normally by subtraction.

– Else (i.e. if one value is missing), the difference is considered the existing value.

Finally, given the set UK,u0
⊆ U of the K nearest neighbors of the unknown patient u0,

then the decision label vu0,d of u0 is assigned a value ζ j ∈ V, j = 1,2, . . . ,r, given by

vu0,d = argmax
ζ j

∑
ui∈UK,u0

δ vui ,d
,ζ j

, (2)
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where δ x,y is the Kronecker delta function given by

δ x,y =

{
1 if x = y

0 if x 6= y
.

In (2), we essentially carry out a majority vote as follows. The sum is evaluated r times,

for ζ 1,ζ 2, . . . ,ζ r, and the ζ j that results in the highest value of the sum will be the voted

decision label. The sum itself is evaluated in K steps, for the K members ui ∈UK,u0
. Starting

at 0, the sum is incremented by 1 if the label vui,d of ui is identical to the label ζ j currently

being considered by argmaxζ j
and is not incremented otherwise.

3.2 KNNV algorithm

In reference to the items mentioned above in the comment on how to calculate the differ-

ences for (1), we can note the following. Since numerical values are normalized to [0,1],
the difference between any two existing values is also in [0,1]. In the means time, since

categorical features are in {0,1},they lead to differences also in {0,1}. Therefore, in calcu-

lating Euclidean distances between patients, categorical and missing values have the greatest

impact. This means that special attention should be paid to these types of values.

In KNNV, for each unknown patient u0, three nearest neighbor classes are defined with

respect to the sets C , N and A
−, with the aim to tackle the issue of data incompleteness.

The first is the neighborhood class θC ,u0
which contains the nearest patients to u0 with re-

spect to categorical features C . Before defining θC ,u0
formally, we introduce two definitions.

Definition 1. (Feature similarity relation, 7→): Let u0 and ui, u0 6= ui, be two different

patients, and let vu0,an and vui,an be the values of their nth feature. We say that the feature

value vu0,an is similar to the feature value vui,an , and denote that by vu0,an 7→ vui,an , if and

only if vu0,an = ∗ and vui,an 6= ∗.

Now, we employ Definition 1 to define the neighborhood relation N, which relates an

unknown patient u0 to its nearest patient ui with respect to the categorical features C .

Definition 2. (Neighborhood relation, N): Let u0 and ui be two patients, u0 6= ui, and

let vu0,an and vui,an be the values of their nth feature. We define the neighborhood relation

N as the set of pairs (u0,ui), such that for every an ∈ C , the value vui,an is either similar or

equal to the value vu0,an , or the value vu0,an is either similar or equal to the value vui,an . Using

quantifiers, this is expressed as

N =
{
(u0,ui) | ∀ui ∈ U ,∀an ∈ C : vui,an 7→ vu0,an ∨ vu0,an 7→ vui,an ∨ vui,an = vu0,an

}
.

The neighborhood relation N of Definition 2 is used to define, for each unknown patient

u0, the neighborhood class θC ,u0
, given by

θC ,u0
= {ui |ui ∈ U ∧ (u0,ui) ∈ N } . (3)

An interesting observation about the class θC ,u0
is that it gathers the exact number of nearest

patients without the need for a parameter K. Actually, the class θC ,u0
is used to determine

the proper K value for the unknown patient u0. Specifically, for each unknown patient u0,

the value K is set to the cardinality of its neighborhood class θC ,u0
, i.e. K = |θC ,u0

|.
Now, KNNV proceeds to compute the neighborhood class θN ,u0

, which relates an un-

known patient u0 to its K nearest neighbors with respect to numerical features N , using

K = |θC ,u0
| to classify the patient as follows.
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Let L= (l1, l2, . . . , l|U |) be the list of distances, with respect to N , between the unknown

patient u0 and the patients u1,u2, . . . ,u|U |, respectively. Further, let Z = {z1,z2, . . . ,zK} be

the set of indices of the K smallest values in L. Clearly, then Z has the indices of the nearest

K patients to u0 with respect to N . The set Z is now used to define the neighborhood class

θN ,u0
with respect to N as follows.

θN ,u0
= {ui | ui ∈ U ∧ i ∈ L} . (4)

With the above in mind, the neighborhood class θA −,u0
of an unknown patient u0 with

respect to the entire set of features A
− is given by

θA −,u0
=

{
θC ,u0

⋂
θN ,u0

if θC ,u0

⋂
θN ,u0

6= /0

θC ,u0

⋃
θN ,u0

otherwise
. (5)

The class θA −,u0
is basically the set of K nearest neighbors of the unknown patient u0, that

is sufficient to discover the decision label vu0,d , which is the ultimate goal of the KNNV

algorithm. Simply, the algorithm now just employs (2), using UK,u0
= θA −,u0

and M =
A

−, to find vu0,d . The KNNV pseudocode that formalizes all the above steps is shown in

Algorithm 1.

Before leaving this section, we should emphasize the advantage of using the above three-

step procedure for determining K dynamically over using a fixed K for all test cases. The

problem is that it is hard to find the exact number of nearest patients with respect to the

numerical feature set N . This is because a neighborhood threshold should be applied which,

in turn, would result in a different set of nearest patients whenever the threshold changes.

Algorithm 1 K Nearest Neighbor Variant (KNNV) algorithm

Input: (U ,A ,V ) //IHC

u0 //Unknown patient with no assigned decision label d

Output: vu0 ,d //Decision label of u0

//Calculations with categorical features C :

Calculate the neighborhood class θC ,u− as per (3)

K := |θC ,u0
|

//Calculations with numerical features N :

L := /0 //Set of Euclidean distances

m := |U | //Number of patients in dataset

for i = 1 to m do

L := L
⋃{lN (u0,ui)} as per (1) //According to the numerical features N only

end for

Construct the set Z with the indices of K nearest neighbor patients to u0

Calculate the neighborhood class θN ,u0
with K patients as per (4)

//Calculations with the whole set of features A −:

Calculate the neighborhood class θA − ,u0
as per (5)

Find the decision label vu0 ,d as per (2)

3.3 Illustrative example

Below, we explain how the KNNV predicts the decision label of an unknown patient

u0 =<Female,∗,Yes, No,∗,0.43,0.79 > based on the toy IHC dataset shown in Table

1.
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Neighborhood class θC ,u0
with respect to C = {a1,a2, . . . ,a5}:

As per Definition 2, we search for the neighboring patients ui ∈ U in which the values

of the categorical feature a j ∈ C of both ui and u0 are either similar or equal to each other.

In this context, patient u3, with categorical feature vector <Female, No, ∗, No Yes>, is a

neighbor of u0 with categorical feature vector <Female, ∗, Yes, No ∗>. This is because the

categorical feature values of u3 and u0 are either equal (features a1,a4) or similar (features

a2,a3,a5). Likewise u5,u6 and u13 are neighbors of u0 with respect to C . Therefore, as

per (3), the neighborhood class θC ,u0
of u0 with respect to the categorical features C is

θC ,u0
= {u3,u5,u6,u13}. Consequently, for this unknown patient u0, K = |θC ,u0

|= 4.

Neighborhood class θN ,u0
with respect to N = {a6,a7}:

We compute the Euclidean distance, as per (1), between the unknown patient u0 and

every patient ui ∈ U with respect to the numerical features a j ∈ N . Let us find the distance

between u1 with numerical feature vector < 0.97,∗> and u0 with numerical feature vector

< 0.43,0.79 >. For feature a6 with both vu1,a6
6= ∗ and vu0,a6

6= ∗, the difference is taken

0.54, while for a7, the difference is taken 0 because vu1,a7
= ∗. Therefore, lN (u0,u1) =√

0.542 +02 = 0.54.

Repeating the previous exercise with all ui ∈ U ends up with the list

L= (0.54,0.4,0.34,0.35,0.78,0.24,0.55,0.37,0.53,0.45,0.4,0.42,0.23). The next step

is to find the set Z of indices of the four (since K = 4) closest patients to the unknown pa-

tient. By inspection, Z = {13,6,3,8}, corresponding to the distances {0.23.0.24,0.34,0.37}.

It follows from (4) that the neighborhood class θN ,u0
= {u3,u6,u8,u13}.

Neighborhood class θ
A− ,u0

with respect to A
− = {a1,a2, . . . ,a7}:

As per (5), the final K nearest neighbor (θ
A− ,u0

) patients to u0 with respect to the entire

set of feature A
− is the intersection between both θ

C ,u0
and θ

N ,u0
. Since this intersection is

nonempty, it follows that θ
A− ,u0

= {u3,u6,u13}. According to the majority vote (2), noting

that vu3,d = vu6,d = Flu and vu13,d = COVID-19, the decision label of u0 is vu0,d = Flu.

4 Experimental work

The KNNV algorithm was coded in Matlab R16a, and run on a PC with Centos 7, Intel(R)

Core(TM) i7 CPU2.4 GHz with 16 GB of main memory.

There are two objectives for the experiments carried out in this section. The first is

to validate the KNNV algorithm by showing its superiority to related algorithms that can

handle both heterogeneity and incompleteness in the data, namely Modified KNN (MKNN)

[28], KNN for imperfect data (KNNimp) [29] and cost-sensitive KNN (csKNN) [30]. For

each algorithm, the precision, recall, accuracy, and F-Score [31] metrics were evaluated.

The second objective is to test the classification significance of each conditional feature

with respect to the final classification decision.

The classification performance was analyzed using a 10-fold cross-validation method.

The whole IHC dataset was split into ten equal sub-datasets; nine served for training, and the

last one for testing. This means that each patient appeared in a test set once, and appeared

in a training set nine times. KNNV and its counterparts were independently run ten times

and, then, the averages of the results attained are presented. As the K value affects the per-

formance of MKNN, KNNimp and csKNN, we tested their performance for K = 2,3, . . . ,10,

and for each algorithm we chose the value giving the best results. Accordingly, K = 5 was

chosen for MKNN, K = 7 for KNNimp and K = 4 for csKNN.
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Table 2 IHC dataset used in the experiments, with 68 COVID patients and 62 Flu patients described by 16

conditional features ai and one decision feature d.

Feature Type Value set

a1 Age Numerical [4-90]

a2 Gender Categorical {Male, Female}
a3 Fever Categorical {Yes, No}
a4 Dyspnea Categorical {Yes, No}
a5 Nasal Categorical {Yes, No}
a6 Cough Categorical {Yes, No}
a7 Partial pressure of oxygen (PO2) Numerical [32-292]

a8 C-reactive protein (CRP) Numerical [0.75-23]

a9 Asthenia Categorical {Yes,No}
a10 Leukopenia Categorical {Yes,No}
a11 Exposure to COVID-19 patients Categorical {Yes, No}
a12 Coming from high risk zone Categorical {Yes, No}
a13 Temperature Numerical [35.7-40]

a14 Blood test Categorical {Yes, No}
a15 Polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) Categorical {Positive, Negative}
a16 Medical History Categorical {Cancer, Croonic, Astham, COPD, Chronic, DM}
d Decision label Categorical {COVID-19, Flu}

4.1 Dataset

We need a dataset containing COVID-19 cases that we can test the classification algorithms

on. However, we could not find such a dataset with a mix of COVID-19 and non-COVID-19

cases. So, the only solution to have the desired mixed dataset was to compose it manually.

First, we composed a dataset of 68 COVID-19 cases from the SIRM database [10]. Second,

for Non-COVID-19 cases, we composed a dataset of 62 Flu cases from the influenza re-

search database (IRD) [32]. Then we merged the two datasets and shuffled them randomly

to obtain an IHC dataset with two decision subsets; {COVID-19, Flu}.

It should be noted that we faced a problem with data of the 68 COVID-19 cases obtained

from SIRM. Specifically, that data was unstructured, in the sense that the attributes of each

case were described verbally in a separate paragraph. Therefore, we had to first structure

the data in a matrix format consistent with that of the Flu cases. The resulting mixed dataset

contains features that are categorical, such as cough, and features that are numerical, such

as partial pressure of oxygen (PO2). Additionally, since not all patients undertook the same

medical tests (for example, some patients had a blood test and others did not), there were

missing feature values. As such, the dataset used in the present work is heterogeneous with

about 52% of the feature values missing. This dataset is described in Table 2.

4.2 Experiment 1: Performance evaluation of KNNV

We have assessed the performance of KNNV using the following four metrics

Precision =
TP

TP + FN
, (6)

Recall =
TP

TP + FP
, (7)

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (8)
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Table 3 Average values of Precision, Recall, Accuracy and F-Score achieved by KNNV and three related

algorithms over 10 runs.

MKNN csKNN KNNimp KNNV

Precision 0.42 0.52 0.77 0.95

Recall 0.59 0.62 0.70 0.93

Accuracy 0.41 0.51 0.66 0.93

F-Score 0.44 0.54 0.79 0.92

Table 4 Maximum values of Precision, Recall, Accuracy and F-Score achieved by KNNV and three related

algorithms over 10 runs.

MKNN csKNN KNNimp KNNV

Precision 0.75 0.81 0.87 1

Recall 0.83 1 0.90 1

Accuracy 0.68 0.85 0.81 1

F-Score 0.63 0.90 0.94 1

Table 5 Minimum values of Precision, Recall, Accuracy and F-Score achieved by KNNV and three related

algorithms over 10 runs.

MKNN csKNN KNNimp KNNV

Precision 0.27 0.38 0.67 0.75

Recall 0.11 0.22 0.37 0.79

Accuracy 0.28 0.33 0.56 0.85

F-Score 0.17 0.31 0.62 0.82

F-Score = 2

(
Precision * Recall

Precision + Recall

)
, (9)

where,

1. TP (True positive): Number of COVID-19 patients that are properly classified.

2. FP (False positive): Number of COVID-19 patients that are wrongly classified as Flu.

3. TN (True negative): Number of Flu patients that are properly classified.

4. FN (False negative): Number of Flu patients that are wrongly classified as COVID-19.

The values of these metrics for KNNV and some related algorithm are reported in Table

3. The Table shows vividly that KNNV achieves better results than the related algorithms. In

view of the equations of the four evaluation metrics, this indicates that it has high values for

both TP and TN, and low values for both FP and FN. This is due to the careful calculation

of the distances in the KNNV in the presence of a percentage of missing values. These

results are reaffirmed in Tables 4 and 5 which outline the best and worst values for the four

evaluation metrics for KNNV and the related algorithms. Over the 10 runs made, KNNV

achieved the best results, reason enough to conclude that KNNV can accurately identify

COVID-19 cases even when the data is both heterogeneous and incomplete.

4.3 Experiment 2: Feature significance

To better understand COVID-19, this experiment is dedicated to investigate the impact of

each individual feature on the its classification. In particular, the classification accuracy is

computed for each feature independently in the aim to rank its impact on the classification

decision. While testing numerical features, θC ,u0
= /0, and therefore we set K = 1.
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Table 6 Mean classification accuracy of KNNV for each feature separately.

Feature Accuracy Rank

a1 Age 0.50 9

a2 Gender 0.52 5

a3 Fever 0.59 2

a4 Dyspnea 0.46 13

a5 Nasal 0.65 1

a6 Cough 0.47 12

a7 Partial pressure of oxygen (PO2) 0.48 11

a8 C-reactive protein (CRP) 0.52 6

a9 Asthenia 0.54 3

a10 Leukopenia 0.53 4

a11 Exposure to COVID-19 patients 0.52 7

a12 Coming from high risk zone 0.52 8

a13 Temperature 0.44 14

a14 Blood test 0.56 15

a15 Polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 0.49 10

a16 Medical History 0.53 16

Table 6 shows the mean classification accuracy of KNNV with each feature over 10 runs.

A look at the Table shows that Nasal has the highest classification impact. This is reasonable

as COVID-19 spreads mainly by droplets produced when people cough, sneeze or talk.

Fever, Asthenia and Leukopenia come in second, third and fourth, respectively. This agrees

with what the world health organization (WHO) states in its report [33]: at the beginning, the

symptoms of COVID-19 are similar to those of a Flu. Also, as per this report, if we are not

sure about the Nasal, Fever, Asthenia and Leukopenia features, we should look at the patient

age. If the patient is old, having a weak immunity system, he/she is likely to be COVID-19

positive and should undertake other tests like RT-PCR and CRP. Indeed, Table 6 shows

that the Age, RT-PCR and CRP features come after Nasal, Fever, Asthenia and Leukopenia

features. It also shows that blood analysis and medical history features have the least impact

on COVID-19 classification, agreeing with the mentioned WHO report which does not even

mention blood analysis and medical history as relevant in diagnosing COVID-19.

5 Conclusions

The KNNV algorithm proposed in this article is designed principally to classify COVID-

19 using IHC data. The key edge of the algorithm is that it inherits the merits of KNN

while computing different K values for each unknown patient independently. Additionally,

efficient calculations for the distances between patients in employed. This edge has greatly

improved the classification accuracy. To assess the algorithm performance, the proposed

KNNV algorithm is used and applied for the classification of COVID-19 and its performance

is compared with three algorithms over a publicly available IHC dataset. The results show

that the proposed algorithm outperforms the related algorithms in terms of four metrics:

precision, recall, accuracy, and F-Score. All four metrics show that KNNV is far better than

the related algorithms.
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